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Abstract
Integration of multiple, distributed, and heterogeneous sources are essential for scientific and commercial domains.
Ensuring data quality in data integration is an issue or challenge because of their varying quality levels. The
existing data integration methodologies do not assure quality of data as it is difficult to assess. The Meta data of
data sources do not provide quality details and it is difficult to choose best query plan. It is also difficult to predict
the resultant data quality before integration. To mitigate above issues, this paper proposes Service Oriented Data
Integration with Quality of Service (SODI-QoS) architecture. The SODI-QoS architecture has wrapper mediator
layer, which consists of semantic conflict resolution layer and Quality of Service (QoS) layer. Semantic conflict
resolution layer uses ontology to create local and global schema to resolve semantic conflicts. The QoS layer
detects and resolves the incompleteness and inaccuracy of resultant data of data sources. The proposed architecture
provides high-quality data results to the end-user and notification about the incompleteness and inaccuracy of the
source is communicated to respective data sources. The E-shopping application has been proposed to analyze the
performance of the SODI-QoS architecture. Experimental results illustrates that the accuracy and precision of
SODI-QoS architecture has been improved by 12% 14% respectively than the ontology based data integration.
Keywords: Data integration, Quality of service, Semantic conflict, data completeness, source completeness,
accuracy

are further classified into semantic heterogeneity,
schematic heterogeneity and structural heterogeneity
[11][33]. Among these heterogeneities, the semantic
heterogeneities are not resolved efficiently. The
semantic heterogeneity is caused by different
meaning or interpretation of data [13]. The structural
semantic heterogeneities are naming conflict,
identifier conflict, generalization conflict and
aggregation conflict and data level semantic
heterogeneities are unit conflict, representation
conflict, value conflict and precision conflict [12].
The semantic heterogeneities are resolved by using
ontology. Ontology is a formal explicit specification
of conceptualization. Formal specification denotes
machine readability with computational semantics.
Explicit represents unambiguous terminological
definition. Conceptualization indicate conceptual
model of a domain [10][13].The uses of ontology in

1. Introduction
The need for accessing multiple, heterogeneous and
distributed data sources are increasing for decision
making applications that require comprehensive
analysis and exploration of data. The data integration
is solution for the above requirement. The data
integration combines data residing in multiple
heterogeneous data sources [22]. The three types of
data integration methods are 1. Data consolidation
2. Data propagation and 3. Data federation [20]. The
data federation provides a single virtual view for two
or more data sources. The business applications issue
a query against this virtual view to extract results.
The virtual view creation among different data
sources is still a challenging task due to their
heterogeneities. Various types of heterogeneities are
syntactical heterogeneity, data model heterogeneity
and logical heterogeneity. The logical heterogeneities
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improvement of the retrieved results. Section 4
describes the results and discussion. The conclusion
is presented in section 5.

engineering is sharing of data or information and
reusability of domain knowledge. The ontology is
used to represent domain knowledge to resolve
semantic heterogeneities in data integration. The
ontology in data integration comprises of two
components. They are names for important concepts
in a domain and background knowledge or
constraints on the domain such as attributes,
classification and constraints.
The three ontology architectures for data integration
are single ontology approach, multiple ontology
approach and hybrid ontology approach [11]. The
ontology is created by using Resource Description
Framework (RDF), Resource Description Framework
Schema (RDFS), DARPA Markup Language
(DAML) + Ontology Interchange Layer (OIL) and
Ontology Web language (OWL). Among these, the
OWL is more powerful than others. The OWL has
well defined semantics and highly optimized
implementation system.
The data quality is often defined as “fitness for use”.
Data is fit for use whenever a user, (1) is able to get
information, (2) is able to understand it, (3) finds it
applicable to a specific domain and purpose of
interest and (4) believes it to be credible.
The Key measures of data quality are data
completeness, data consistency and data accuracy.
Completeness is defined as the extent to which data
are of sufficient granularity for the task at hand. Data
consistency expresses the degree to which a set of
data satisfies a set of integrity constraints. Data
accuracy is defined as the closeness between the
given value and the correct representation of the
same in real life phenomenon.
The contribution of this paper is to implement service
oriented data integration with quality of service and
to illustrate the components and steps for building
SODI-QoS architecture that assures the quality aspect
such as semantic conflict resolution, completeness
and accuracy of the result. The SODI-QoS
architecture provides high-quality data results to the
queries posted by the end-user to the integration
system and also communicate incompleteness and
inaccuracy of data to the respective data sources.
Besides the introduction section, there are five
sections in this article, which are organized as
follows. Section 2 describes related work in both data
integration and ontology based data integration with
QoS. SODI-QoS architecture is described in section
3, which includes ontology construction for data
integration,
query
processing
and
quality
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2. Related Work
Detailed surveys on ontology based data integration
are found in [2][29][33] [34]. A comprehensive
semantic search model is proposed in[23]. This
synergizes the benefits of both keyword and semantic
based search. Mediator wrapper architecture was
implemented for ontology based data integration that
abstracts the semantic complexity in mediator layer
[3][10][35].
Methodologies to create global ontology via Local
As View [LAV] or Global As View [GAV] were
proposed and implemented in[11][12][16][39]. The
shared vocabulary from local ontologies is created
for generating global ontology is provided in [17].
An architecture called RCM is designed and
implemented for mapping between local source and
global ontology [37]. A method is proposed to
compute similarities among various ontology
specifications for ensuring reusability and accuracy
[26][19]. An algorithm for ontology classification is
implemented to classify the ontologies based on their
domain in [4][7]. Efforts are also made to store
ontology and database as separate entities [25]. An
automated method for data migration from data
intensive application to semantic web is developed
ensuring interoperability between heterogeneous data
sources [6][27]. An automated mapping between
relational database and OWL ontology is
implemented using mapping rule engine [28] [38].
Later ontologies are stored in relational databases for
swift query processing [14] [18] [32]. The Object
Relational Databases are employed to realize real
time entities and mapping of ontology to ORDB is
implemented in [5].An authoring tool is used to
combine the intelligent techniques of assisting
domain experts in constructing ontologies [31]. An
algorithm is proposed to convert SPARQL query to
SQL query [15]. It bridges the semantic gap between
the expressive power of SPARQL and SQL. A
conceptual model comprising data, service and
process is used for defining mapping between
different applications [30].High quality data sources
are selected for data integration and prunes low
quality data sources before integration. This approach
creates query plans by exploring the Query
Correspondence Assertions (QCAs), i.e., the cost to
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of data sources of data integration system by using
SODI-QoS architecture. The SODI-QoS architecture
is shown in Figure 1.

be paid for the query. A set of metadata features for
source is defined. Source quality features include
time stamp, availability and accuracy [9]. Based on
minimum time stamp, availability and accuracy value
in the metadata the result is processed [1]. A
framework for dealing data quality in cooperative
information system is implemented. This approach is
to make cooperating organizations to export not only
data that they intend to exchange with other
organizations, but also metadata, which characterizes
their quality level. Based on the quality
characteristics of the data, user queries are processed
[24].
A mediator system is proposed for source selection
and query planning process. It ensures the
completeness of the data [8]. An approach was
proposed for automatic correction or editing of
missing data and mutually contradictory data in very
large databases [36]. An approach was proposed for
data quality in data warehouse [21]
Existing methodologies improve quality of individual
data sources and selects best quality data sources at
the time of integration, improves quality based on
choosing best query plan and metadata of data
sources to provide quality integrated results.
However, the problem of data quality is complex in
data integration environment and data quality of each
data source is not rich since they are autonomous and
have a varying data quality. The data source does not
provide metadata with quality to the integration
system for making decision during data conflict. The
extension of existing data model is costlier and not
scalable. To ensure data quality of data sources,
benchmark data set is required. The bench mark data
is not available for all domains. Hence additional
approaches are needed to ensure the quality of the
data provided to the users.
To mitigate the above said problems, SODI-QoS
architecture is proposed and implemented. SODIQoS identifies the schema conflict at schema level,
incompleteness and inaccuracy of the data returned
by the data sources. Then, the schema conflict
resolution,
completeness
and
accuracy
is
implemented for the query and uses notification
service to notify the data sources in case of quality
lapse and provide quality results to the user.

Query Input Service
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AO
Semantic
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Query
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Fig 1: SODI-QoS Architecture
This architecture consists of three layers with
mutually exclusive tasks. Data Source layer that is
the bottom most layer contains heterogeneous data
sources. Wrapper mediator layer is the middle layer
that creates local and global ontology and maps them
using ontology in the semantic conflict resolution
(SCR) sub layer. This layer aids to retrieve the
quality results from the heterogeneous data sources.
This layer further is divided into local ontology
service, which has been created from the local
schema that is in the respective data sources. The
autonomous development of data sources uses their
own local ontology to represent their concept,
attribute and the relation. Mapping rules are used to
resolve the semantic conflicts among local ontologies
for ontology based data integration. The main task of
data integration is to provide a common view for the
users to access data, regardless its actual organization
and location. This is done by creating global
ontology. The global ontology has been created by

3. Proposed System
The objectives of the proposed system are to provide
quality results to end users and to improve the quality
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involved to improve the quality of the result are
standardization and record linkage method,
incompleteness detection and resolution, inaccuracy
detection and resolution and decision making and
notification.

using Hybrid ontology approach [4]. The query
processing (QP) layer executes the user query, which
is discussed in section 3.1.
The Quality of Service (QoS) layer detects and
resolves the incompleteness and inaccuracy of the
retrieved results. Additionally, it notifies about
incompleteness and inaccuracy of the data to the
respective data sources. The components of the QoS
layers are standardization and record matching
service that is described in section 3.2.1. The
incompleteness detection and resolution and
inaccuracy detection and resolution are performed
simultaneously that are described in section 3.2.1,
3.2.2 respectively. The decision making and
notification service that are discussed in section 3.2.3
and 3.2.4 respectively. The top layer accepts user
request for result extraction in query input service.
The extracted results with QoS from QoS layer are
used for decision support and analysis through result
display service.

3.2.1 Standardization and Record linkage method
The standardization process is essential for
integrating heterogeneous databases to improve
quality of the data. For instance consider a database
with attribute name represented as first_name,
middle_name and last_name and another database
name attribute is represented as first_name and
last_name. First_name, Last_name in name attribute
in source database1 should be merged as first_name
in the target database. After standardization, the
record linkage method is used to find the similar
records from various heterogeneous databases. The
probabilistic record linkage method is used to find
similar records from different data sources. This
approach takes into account a wider range of
potential identifiers, computing weights for each
identifier based on its estimated ability to correctly
identify a match or a non-match, and using these
weights to calculate the probability that two given
records refer to the same entity. The Jaro-Winkler
distance [41] is a measure of similarity between
two strings.
The Jaro distance dj of two given strings S1 and S2 is
calculated by using equation 1.

3.1 Query processing
The query processing is performed in query
processing layer. In this layer, query is received from
the user interface layer. The received query is posted
against the global ontology.
Algorithm for query processing.
Input: Query (Q) in the form of SPARQL
Output: The results (r1, r2, r3,….., rn) from the
respective local data sources.
Algorithm
Step1: The query (Q) is posted against the global
ontology.
Step2: The query (Q) is decomposed into in sub
queries (q1,q2,q3, …..,qn) based on the mapping
rules. (Q= q1,q2,….qn)
Step3: The sub queries (q1,q2 , …..qn) are passed to
respective local ontologies.
Step4: The query is converted into native database
query by using wrapper program and sends to
respective data sources for result extraction.
Step4: The results (r1, r2, r3,…,rn) are extracted from
the respective data sources and passed to QoS layer
for quality improvement.

(1)

Where m is the number of matching characters and t
is half the number of transpositions.
Two characters from S1 and S2 respectively, are
considered matching only if they are the same and
not farther than is calculated by using equation 2.

(2)

3.2 Quality driven result integration
It is used to improve the quality for retrieved result.
The data is retrieved from heterogeneous data
sources. This may be poor in quality. The steps
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Jaro–Winkler distance uses a prefix scale P which
gives more favorable ratings to strings that match
from the beginning for a set prefix length ℓ. Given
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two
strings S2 and S1,
their
Jaro–Winkle
distance dw is calculated by using equation 3.
dw = dj + (ℓ P (1 - dj))

For example, query is to select model_name,
product_description, brand, price from the products
table. The query is processed based on the query
processing algorithm described in section 3.1 and the
result is obtained from the E-shopping data sources
for laptop store. The three different set of records are
retrieved from three different E-shopping data
sources. The result is retrieved as nine records that
are retrieved from three different data sources and
each record is given a record identifier to identify it
uniquely. The product description attribute is divided
into processor, RAM capacity, hard disk capacity and
operating system for standardization. The merged
and standardized result set is shown in table 1.
The records representing the same laptop are
clustered and are shown in table 2. For example
record 1 and 7 are same but retrieved from different
data sources.
Table 2: Record Clustering

(3)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AX

Core A10

Pavilion
G6-2005
AX

Quad

null

null

Hewlet
Packard

Price

6GB

Brand

OS

CPU
Quad

Hard Disk

Processor

Name

Pavilion
G6-2313

RAM

1

Model

Rid

Where: dj is the Jaro distance for strings S1 and S2;ℓ is
the length of common prefix at the start of the string
up to a maximum of 4 characters P is a
constant scaling factor for how much the score is
adjusted
upwards
for
having
common
prefixes. P should not exceed 0.25, otherwise the
distance becomes larger than 1.
Table 1: Merged and standardized results
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Linux
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31990
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cluster

C1

Record
Grouping

1,7

C2
2,6

C3

C4

C5

3

4,8

5,9

3.2.2 Incompleteness detection and resolution
Completeness concerns the degree to which all data
relevant to an application domain has been recorded
in the data source. The different types of
completeness measures are source completeness,
tuple completeness and attribute completeness. The
source completeness is measured by using the
equation 4.
Source Completeness= NRRS/TNRR

6GB

1TB

Linux

HP

4GB

500GB

Win8

hp

4GB

500GB

Win7

Hp

(4)

38200

Where NRRS is Number of Records Retrieved from
a Source and TNRR is Total Number of Records
Retrieved. Tuple completeness is measured by using
the equation 5.

33000

Pavilion
9

G6-2103

i5

TU

Tuple Completeness (TC) = NAAT/TNAR

38990

Where NAAT is Number of Attributes available in
Tuple and TNAR is Total Number of Attributes
Required.

The standard value for this constant in Winkler's
work is P=0.1. The matching records are grouped and
compared to identify incompleteness.
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Resolution 2: if the set of records in the cluster
satisfies the rule2, rule3, rule 4 then it is not accurate.
The resolutions are passed to decision making
notification service.
Table 3: Accuracy Prediction Rules
Rule
Parameters
prediction
No
Tuple matches ^
1
Accurate
syntactically correct
Tuple matches ^
Weak
2
syntactically incorrect
inaccuracy
Tuple mismatches ^
Weak
3
syntactically correct
inaccuracy
Tuple mismatches ^
Strong
4
syntactically incorrect
inaccuracy

Attribute completeness is measured by using the
equation 6.
Attribute
Completeness
=NNNVA/TNVA

(AC)
(6)

Where NNNVA is Number of Non-Null Values in
Attribute and TNVA is Total Number of Values in
the Attribute.The matched records are analyzed and
completeness measures are obtained. The following
resolutions have been made to achieve completeness.
Resolution 1: If the values of the attribute within the
cluster are match exactly that are copied to resultant
set without any modification.
Resolution 2: If only one or few values among the
compared records have same attribute values within
the cluster then the record with highest tuple
completeness value is chosen and copied to resultant
set.
Resolution 3: If two attribute have contradicting
values and same tuple completeness within the
cluster then the record with highest source
completeness values is chosen and copied to resultant
set.
The resolutions are passed to the decision making
and notification service.

Table 4: Accuracy Prediction example
S.no Name of the cluster
Accuracy level
1
Cluster1
Accurate
2
Cluster 2
Accurate
3
Cluster 3
Accurate
4
Cluster 4
Weak accuracy
5
Cluster 5
Weak accuracy

3.2.4 Decision Making
The record values are filled in the resultant set based
resolutions from sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
The following decisions have been taken
Decision 1: If all the attributes are complete and
accurate then the resultant set is passed to result
display service for end user.
Decision 2: If any incompleteness, inaccuracy in the
resultant set then the resultant set is passes to display
service and also notification service.

3.2.3 Inaccuracy detection and resolution
The accuracy is defined as the proximity of a value v
to a value v’ considered to be correct. Syntactic
accuracy is the closeness of a value v to the elements
of the corresponding definition domain D. In
syntactic accuracy the value v is not compared to
value v’, rather it is checked that whether v is anyone
of the values in domain D, whatever it is so. Records
are classified as accurate, weak inaccuracy and strong
inaccuracy based on the rules shown in table 3 and
the accuracy prediction for the clusters in table 2 is
shown in table 4.For example according to table 3
rules, table 1 the tuple with rid 5 and 9, the processor
is CPU Quad Core and i5 respectively. It is
syntactically correct but tuple mismatches and hence
a weak inaccuracy is identified.
The following resolutions are taken by using rules
shown in table 3
Resolution 1: if the set of records in the cluster
satisfies the rule 1 then it is accurate. The records are
copied to resultant set.

E-ISSN: 2224-2872

3.2.5 Notification Service
The notification service periodically notifies the
incompleteness and inaccuracy of the respective data
sources through messages in order to improve the
data quality in the data sources. For example, In
Table 1 the first record with rid 1 from data source 1
is incomplete because its hard disk and operating
systems are NULL. Then the corresponding data
source is notified to complete the record values to
improve the data quality.
The updated results are forwarded to the users as
shown in table 5, which is derived from table1 after
applying QoS.
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Here three databases using MYSQL, ORACLE, SQL
server are considered. In all these databases the table
and attributes are using different name and are
schematically heterogeneous. In these databases, for
experimentation 4000 records of each data source is
taken. Local and Global ontology have been
constructed by using protégé 4.2 tool [40].
The local ontology and data source mapping has been
implemented by using Protégé ontop plug in. The
accuracy, completeness checking, resolution module,
decision and notification service module has been
implemented by using java. The querying and
retrieved results are shown in fig 4. The query is to
retrieve the products details in the product table
where the product price is greater than 68000.
The proposed experimental setup involves
comparison of two different systems: The classical
data integration and proposed quality aware service
oriented data integration. The traditional data
integration is local and global schema that is
constructed by using Local As View (LAV) [4]
approach. The local and global ontology creation
snapshots are shown in fig.2 and fig 3 respectively

4. Results and discussion
For experimentation, E-shopping of a few enterprises
is selected. These enterprises sell electronic gadgets
like computer, laptop and television etc that are
heterogeneous and autonomously developed. A
unified view is created to resolve the semantic
conflict among different heterogeneous databases by
using ontology. This view is used by the user for
shopping and business analysts for decision support.
To implement the prototype of the ontology based
data integration, the following tables has been
autonomously created in different enterprises.
Category (cate_id, cate_name, cate_description)
Customer(cust_id, Cust_name, Cust_address,
custr_phone_no, Cut_email_id)
Products(prod_id, cate_id,model_name,
product_desc, brand, price)
Order(order_id, prod_id, cust_id, no_of_products)
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3
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DOS

HP
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CPU
Quad
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Quad
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A10
CPU
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AX

Core A8

TU

1TB

A10
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G6-2103

6GB

CPU
Quad

G6-2301

Pavilion
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2
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AX

OS

G6-2313

Hard disk

1

RAM

Pavilion

Processor

name
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Table 5: Results with QoS

33000

CPU
Quad
Core

38990

A10

Fig 2. Local ontology creation
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tp – True Positive = Accurate records .
fp – False Positive = fn – False Negative= weak
accurate records
Here tn zero as data sources does not provide any
true negative values. The ontology based data
integration and quality aware service oriented data
integration accuracy has been calculated for
combination of simple: 20 query sets, aggregated
function: 20 query sets and sub query: 20 query sets
that are shown in fig.5, fig 6, fig 7 respectively.

Fig.3. Global ontology creation

Fig 5: Accuracy comparison for simple queries

Fig 4: querying and result retrieval

4.1 Accuracy
The accuracy has been calculated by using formula
shown in equation 7.
(7)
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Fig : 6 Accuracy comparison for aggregate function
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Fig 7: Accuarcy comparison for subqueries
The accuracy of classical data integration system and
SODI-QoS integration system is compared. The
accuracy of SODI-QoS integration system is higher
due to the QoS improvement measures. Experimental
results are shown in fig 5-7 concludes that SODIQoS system provides 12% improved quality results
compared to the classical data integration system

Fig 8 : Precision rate comparison

5. Conclusion

4.2 Precision
The precision is calculated by using equation 8 for
the proposed SODI-QoS approach and classical data
integration approach. The combination of 20 simple
query sets, aggregated function query: 20 query sets
and sub query: 20 query sets are taken for calculation
and it is shown in fig. 8.

(8)

The precision of classical data integration system and
SODI-QoS integration system is compared. The
precision of SODI-QoS integration system is higher
due to the QoS improvement measures. Experimental
results are shown in fig 8 concludes that SODI-QoS
system provides 14% improved quality results
compared to the classical data integration system
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The SODI-QoS architecture has been successfully
implemented and demonstrated for ontology based
data integration with quality of service. The
following conclusions have been achieved by using
SODI-QoS architecture.
1.
The local ontology has been created from the
respective local schemas of the data sources.
2.
Global ontology has been created by using
hybrid ontology approach.
3.
It addresses well known and important, yet
frequently ignored problem of considering data
quality such as completeness, accuracy in data
integration.
4.
The results offer a solution to the problem by
ensuring the quality of the results before providing it
to the user of the integration system. Further this
method notifies the data source owners about
inadequate quality of the data in case of poor data
quality, which serve to enhance the quality of the
data source.
5.
The experimental results conclude that the
proposed system has improved the accuracy,
precision by 12%, 14% respectively.
In the future extension the data mining techniques
shall be used for clustering the records to identify
the similar records retrieved from heterogeneous
data sources.
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